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ABOUT THE PROJECT:

Since opening in June 1999, the Principality Stadium (formerly known as the Millennium Stadium) has welcomed, on average, 
over 1.3 million visitors each year. Located in Cardiff, the stadium has a seating capacity of 74,500 and is a leading venue for 
many types of event. The stadium boasts a fully retractable roof and is the largest football stadium in the world (by capacity) to 
have this feature (2016). A £3million refurbishment project was undertaken primarily as part of the preparations for the stadium 
to host eight football preliminaries during the 2012 London Olympics.

During the refurbishment, VIGIL EVAS network routers and control were included to monitor distribution between each of the 
stadium’s six voice alarm racks which interface with the fire alarm system. A Unitouch mimic display touch screen was installed 
in the control room for match day operation, together with a zoned BVRD microphone in the security room. Further work 
included the fitting of enhanced data network cabling to link the distributed racks and the reconfiguring of existing 100V line 
circuits to interface with the new system - vastly improving communication throughout the site. 

The result of all the works carried out at this time, transformed the match day experience, making the stadium one of the most 
technologically advanced in the UK.

In addition to the above, the Principality Stadium has an Omnicare fire telephone system installed. This features two networked 
control panels and 37 fire telephones.  

The new systems were supplied, installed and commissioned by our customer Vaughan Sound Installations Ltd. Commenting, 
Paul Adams, PAI Group Managing Director, said “VSI was absolutely delighted to be invited to tender and subsequently win the 
contract to refurbish the audio system in the stadium. With the contractual deadlines in place, the project was very demanding 
but, in the end, incredibly rewarding.”

Richard Vaughan, Director, Vaughan Sound, also commented “We have been installing Baldwin Boxall systems for over twenty 
years and have absolutely no hesitation in recommending their products to our customers. We have total confidence in the 
company and the brand and have come to know the team on both a business and a social level. We maintain many of the 
systems that we install - including the ones in this stadium. We know that once set up and working, a Baldwin Boxall system 
will simply keep going for many years, typically only requiring the necessary engineer maintenance visit as set out by the 
relevant British and European Standards.” 
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